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ABSTRACT: This article presents a validation of the EKV3 MOSFET compact model

dedicated to the design of analogue/RF ICs using advanced CMOS technology. The EKV3

model is compared with DC, CV and RF measurements up to 20 GHz of a 110 nm CMOS

technology. The scaling behaviour over a large range of channel lengths and bias condi-

tions is presented. Long-channel devices show significant non-quasi static effects while in

short-channel devices the parasitics modelling is critical. This is illustrated with Y-parame-

ters and ft vs. ID in NMOS and PMOS devices, showing good overall RF modelling abil-

ities of the EKV3 MOSFET model. VVC 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J RF and Microwave CAE

18: 314–325, 2008.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The key to designing analogue/RF integrated circuits

in advanced CMOS technology [1] lies in success-

fully trading-off design constraints, such as power

consumption, supply voltage, noise, linearity, gain,

etc [2]. The circuit simulation model of the MOS

transistor should predict electrical behaviour includ-

ing noise over a very wide range of geometry, bias,

temperature and frequency [3, 4]. Non-quasi static

(NQS) effects [5] occurring in the intrinsic channel

may affect particularly long-channel devices and

even more importantly in weak inversion, while ex-

trinsic parasitic elements are particularly important

for short-channel devices [6]. Although significant

effort has been deployed over the last years to de-

velop scalable RF MOSFET compact models for cir-

cuit simulation, it is very rare that their validity is

shown simultaneously over a wide range of the above

aspects. In the present work, a consistent and

extended validation of the recently available charge-

based EKV3 [7] MOSFET model will be presented.

The present study is based on a 110 nm CMOS

technology featuring a triple well with shallow-trench

isolation (STI), with multi-VTH MOSFETs at 1.5 V/

2.5 V. The gate and source-drain use Co-silicidation

while the oxide uses oxynitride as an insulator. The

channels are halo-implanted as shown in Figure 1.

Further detail of device fabrication may be found in

[8–10].
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Available devices for RF characterization are

NMOS and PMOS type transistors within a classic

multi-finger layout as shown in Figure 2. Gate lengths

considered in the present work range from Lf 5 110 nm

to 2 lm, with a fixed finger width Wf 5 5 lm and a

number of fingers Nf 5 10. The sources of the tran-

sistors are grounded.

The study is organized as follows. The static

EKV3 charge-based model structure is first presented.

High-frequency equivalent circuit and corresponding

equations are introduced and the RF parasitics net-

work is discussed. DC, CV and RF operation of the

devices is then presented with emphasis on scaling

over bias conditions and channel length. All aspects

are illustrated equally for both NMOS and PMOS

transistors.

II. STATIC MODEL: THE CHARGE-BASED
EKV MOSFET MODEL

In the EKV model, the pinch-off voltage VP serves as

a reference for the channel voltage. VP is conven-

iently expressed as [11],

VP ffi VG � VTO

n
n ¼ 1þ c

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VP þ /

p ð1Þ

where VTO is the threshold voltage and n the slope

factor. The latter depends in turn on the body effect

factor c and (twice) the Fermi potential F. Inversion
charge at source and drain qs and qd are related to the

quantities VP 2 VS and VP 2 VD, respectively, as [12,

13]

VP � VS

UT

¼ 2qs þ ln qs

VP � VD

UT

¼ 2qd þ ln qd

ð2Þ

where UT is the thermodynamic potential. On the

other hand, the drain current ID is expressed as,

ID ¼ ISPEC � ðif � irÞ ð3Þ
where ISPEC is the so-called specific current of the de-

vice, and the forward and reverse currents if and ir
are related to the inversion charge qs and qd as,

if ¼ qs
2 þ qs

ir ¼ qd
2 þ qd

ð4Þ

In turn, the transconductances are related to inversion

charges,

gms ¼ qs � ISPEC
UT

gmd ¼ qd � ISPEC
UT

gm ¼ gms � gmd

n

gmb ¼ n� 1

n
� ðgms � gmdÞ

ð5Þ

The ratio of transconductance to current, an important

design quantity in analogue circuits, is again directly

related to inversion charge or forward current

[12–14],

gmsUT

ID
¼ 1

1þ qs
¼ 1

1
2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
4
þ if

q

gmUT

ID
¼ 1

n
� 1

1þ qs
¼ 1

n
� 1

1
2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
4
þ if

q
ð6Þ

Figure 1. Cross-section of NMOS and PMOS transistors

with minimum L 5 0.11 lm, Tox 5 2.3 nm.

Figure 2. Layout of multi-finger RF transistors, with

variable Lf 5 0.11, 0.18, 0.25, 0.45, 1, 2 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. The transistors are embedded in a Ground-

Signal-Ground (GSG) padframe with grounded source.
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a relationship which holds in saturation from weak

inversion (if \ 0.1) to moderate (0.1\ if \ 10) and

strong inversion (if[ 10).

The model presented so far is ideal and does not

yet include higher-order effects such as short-chan-

nel effects, nor parasitics. Of course these need to

be included in the full computer simulation model.

Polydepletion and quantum effects are among the

fundamental effects affecting device performance

[15]. Important mobility and velocity saturation

effects are the cause of reduced device mobility

and therefore are a significant limit for short-chan-

nel performance [7, 11]. Furthermore, other impor-

tant short-channel effects affecting notably thresh-

old voltage—namely reverse short-channel effect

and drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL)—and

substrate effect due to charge-sharing, as well as

channel length modulation need to be considered.

The halo-doping implants are indispensable to con-

trol DIBL in short-channel devices, however, they

are the cause of degradation in terms of analogue

performance at long channel [7]. Layout-dependent

stress is finally an important source of deviation of

device behaviour in advanced CMOS technology

[10]. Another important parasitic effect in

advanced CMOS is also gate tunnelling leakage.

The EKV3 model has a comparatively low number

of parameters to efficiently cope with all these

effects [7].

III. MODEL AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

High-frequency operation of MOSFETs requires

above all accounting for the frequency response of

the intrinsic channel—basically, a transmission line

effect leading to the NQS phenomena. Figure 3

presents a general equivalent small-signal circuit of

the MOSFET in NQS operation [3, 5].

The three voltage controlled current sources are

characterized by three respective transadmittances

Ym, Yms and Ymd.

Yms ffi gms � 1

1þ j � xsqs
Ymd ffi gmd � 1

1þ j � xsqs
Ym ¼ Yms � Ymd

n

ð7Þ

The five admittances Ygsi, Ygdi, Ygbi, Ybsi and Ybdi are
related to each other as,

Figure 3. Small-signal equivalent circuit of the NQS

intrinsic MOSFET.

Figure 4. RF model of the MOS transistor with extrinsic

elements for gate- and substrate-parasitics network.

TABLE I. Scaling Rules for Resistors in the

Extrinsic Gate- and Substrate-Parasitics Network for

Multi-Finger Devices

Scaling Rule

RG ! Wf/(Lf 3 Nf)

RSB, RDB ! 1/Wf

RB ! 1/Wf

RDSB ! Lf/(Wf 3 Nf)
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Ygsi ffi jxCgsi � 1

1þ j � xsqs=2
Ygdi ffi jxCgdi � 1

1þ j � xsqs=2
Ygbi ¼ n� 1

n
� ðjxCox � Ygsi � YgdiÞ

Ybsi ¼ n� 1 � Ygsi
Ybdi ¼ n� 1 � Ygdi

ð8Þ

where Cgsi and Cgdi are defined as,

Cgsi

Cox

¼ qs
3

2qs þ 4qd þ 3

ðqs þ qd þ 1Þ2
Cgdi

Cox

¼ qd
3

2qd þ 4qs þ 3

ðqs þ qd þ 1Þ2
ð9Þ

In the above Y-parameters, a characteristic intrinsic

time constant sqs for the NQS effects is defined as [3],

Figure 5. Static characteristics of a long channel NMOS transistor, Lf 5 2 lm, Wf 5 5 lm, Nf

5 10. ID versus VG with VD 5 1.5 V and ID versus VD with VG 5 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 V and

VS 5 VB 5 0 V. Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.

Figure 6. Static characteristics of a short channel NMOS transistor, Lf 5 0.11 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. ID versus VG with VD 5 1.5 V and ID versus VD with VG 5 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 V

and VS 5 VB 5 0 V. Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.
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s0 ¼ L2

lUT

sqs
s0

¼ 1

30

4qs
2 þ 10qs þ 12qsqd þ 10qd þ 4qd

2 þ 5

ðqs þ qd þ 1Þ3
ð10Þ

which scales essentially with the square of the

channel length, and inversely proportional to mobility

l andUT. In saturation, the intrinsic time constant is,

sqsjsaturation
s0

¼ 1

30

4qs
2 þ 10qs þ 5

ðqs þ 1Þ3 ð11Þ

Figure 7. Static characteristics of a long channel PMOS transistor, Lf 5 2 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. ID versus VG with |VD| 5 1.5 V and ID versus VD with |VG| 5 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 V

and |VS| 5 |VB| 5 0 V. Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.

Figure 8. Static characteristics of a short channel PMOS transistor, Lf 5 0.11 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. ID versus VG with |VD| 5 1.5 V and ID versus VD with |VG| 5 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 V

and |VS| 5 |VB| 5 0 V. Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.
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We then define a transcapacitance as,

Cm ¼ gm � sqs ð12Þ
Short-channel devices are significantly affected by the

extrinsic parasitics, mostly gate and substrate resis-

tances and overlap and fringing capacitances. A sub-

circuit as shown in Figure 4 is used to represent these

effects. The scaling of the parameters follows the rules

shown in Table I.

Y-parameters are a convenient means to interpret

a number of MOS transistor parameters [3] in terms

of transconductances, transcapacitances and access

resistances. Combining the preceding small-signal

analysis of the intrinsic MOSFET with the effect of

RG and RB, assuming however RSB 5 RDB 5 1 and

RDSB 5 0, the Y-parameters may be expressed in

the case of the 2-port configuration in saturation, as

[16],

Figure 9. Threshold voltage VTH versus channel length L for the NMOS and PMOS transistors

in saturation. |VD| 5 1.5 V. Extraction of VTH is based on a current criterion ID = ITH& * W/L,

NMOS: ITH& 5 1.6 lA; PMOS: ITH& 5 0.8 lA. Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.

Figure 10. CV characteristics of long (L 5 200 lm, W 5 250 lm, M 5 1) and short (L 5
0.11 lm, W 5 101 lm, M 5 4500) NMOS and PMOS transistors. Markers: measured data,

Lines: EKV3 model.
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Y11 ffi x2RgC
2
gg þ jxCgg

Y12 ffi �x2RgCggCgd � jxCgd

Y21 ffi gm � x2RgCgg Cm þ Cgd

� �

� jx Cm þ Cgd þ gmRgCgg

� �

Y22 ffi gds þ x2

RgCgd Cgd þ gmRgCgg

� �

þ RbCbd Cbd þ gmbRb Cbd þ Cbs þ Cgb

� �� �
8>>>>:

9>>>>;
þ jx Cgd 1þ gmRg

� �þ Cbd 1þ gmbRbð Þ� � ð13Þ

where the overlap and junction capacitance compo-

nents are added to the intrinsic capacitances,

Cgg ¼ Cgs þ Cgd þ Cgb

Cgs ¼ Cgsi þ Cgso

Cgd ¼ Cgdi þ Cgdo

Cgb ¼ Cgbi þ Cgbo

Cbs ¼ Cbsi þ Cbsj

Cbd ¼ Cbdi þ Cbdj

ð14Þ

Figure 11. Y-parameters for a multi-finger NMOS transistor with Lf 5 2 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. (VG,VD) 5 (0.4 V, 0.3 V)[!], (0.6 V, 0.5 V)[n], (0.9 V, 0.8 V)[~]. Markers:

measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.

Figure 12. Y-parameters for a multi-finger NMOS transistor with Lf 5 0.11 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. (VG,VD) 5 (0.4 V, 0.3 V)[!], (0.6 V, 0.5 V)[n], (0.9 V, 0.8 V)[~]. Markers: meas-

ured data, Lines: EKV3 model.
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RG ¼ k
1

3

Wf

NfLg
RGSH ð15Þ

IV. VALIDATION FROM DC TO RF

In this Section, DC, CV and RF characteristics will

be presented. Static and RF characteristics are

obtained from the structures presented in Figure 2,

while CV characteristics are obtained from separate

standard CV characterization structures. We note that

one single, scalable model is used coherently for all

device characteristics, for either NMOS or PMOS

devices.

Static characteristics, including transfer character-

istics, gate transconductance, transconductance to

current ratio, output characteristics and output con-

ductances are presented in Figures 5–8 for long and

short NMOS and PMOS devices, respectively. The

threshold voltage evaluated over the range of channel

lengths is presented in Figure 9. Good overall fits are

obtained with EKV3.

Capacitance-voltage characteristics from accumu-

lation to inversion are presented for long and short

NMOS and PMOS devices in Figure 10. Note the

bias-dependent overlap capacitances appearing in the

short-channel devices, as well as the correct model-

ling of fringing capacitances at the onset of strong

inversion.

Figure 13. Y-parameters for a multi-finger PMOS transistor with Lf 5 2 lm, Wf 5 5 lm, Nf

5 10. (2VG,2VD) 5 (0.4 V, 0.3 V)[!], (0.6 V, 0.5 V)[n], (0.9 V, 0.8 V)[~]. Markers: meas-

ured data, Lines: EKV3 model.

Figure 14. Y-parameters for a multi-finger PMOS transistor with Lf 5 0.11 lm, Wf 5 5 lm,

Nf 5 10. (2VG,2VD) 5 (0.4 V, 0.3 V)[!], (0.6 V, 0.5 V)[n], (0.9 V, 0.8 V)[~]. Markers:

measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.
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The four Y-parameters are evaluated versus fre-

quency up to 20 GHz. Long (Lf 5 2 lm) and short

(Lf 5 0.11 lm) multi-finger NMOS and PMOS devi-

ces are represented in Figures 11–14. Note that the

three different bias conditions in saturation represent

realistic operating conditions—covering moderate to

strong inversion—for RF circuits such as a low-noise

amplifier (LNA). The bias- and frequency-depend-

ence of real and imaginary parts of Y parameters are

qualitatively well represented by the EKV3 model.

Only the Y12 parameter—particularly the real part—

is not ideally matched by the model. Note the small

amplitude of both real and imaginary parts of Y12

with respect to other Y parameters particularly at low

frequency; this should be of limited consequence to

design. Experimental difficulties may in part also be

responsible for this fact.

Long-channel devices are clearly affected by NQS

effects. Note that the simulation model, EKV3, here

uses a channel segmentation approach to account for

NQS effects [7]. Such an approach ensures compati-

bility among small-signal frequency-domain and

large-signal time-domain simulation. As the present

results demonstrate, the five channel segments allow

us to represent NQS effects accurately in Lf 5 2 lm
devices in all the available frequency range.

The transit frequency ft of the short-channel de-

vices were evaluated against the drain current,

according to,

ft ¼ jH21ðf Þj 3 fspot; fspot ¼ 10GHz ð16Þ

The result in Figure 15 shows that EKV3 can accu-

rately reproduce ft at all drain voltages VD for all lev-

els of current and for both NMOS and PMOS devices

equally well.

Finally, the scaling abilities of the model in terms

of Y-parameters are further illustrated in Figures 16

Figure 15. Transition frequency ft versus ID for the short NMOS and PMOS transistors with Lf
5 0.11 lm, Wf 5 5 lm, Nf 5 10 at varying drain voltage VD. Markers: measured data, Lines:

EKV3 model.

Figure 16. Y parameters for multi-finger NMOS transistors with Lf 5 0.11 lm [!], 0.18 lm
[n], 0.25 lm [*], 0.45 lm [^], 1 lm [x], 2 lm [~], Wf 5 5 lm, Nf 5 10. (VG,VD) 5 (0.6 V,

0.5 V). Markers: measured data, Lines: EKV3 model.
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and 17 for NMOS and PMOS devices, respectively,

for the whole range of channel lengths at the median

condition of gate and drain bias.

A comment on the appreciation of the overall

modelling quality is in order. The overall good quali-

tative behaviour—bear in mind that single, scalable

parameter sets are used to encompass all device char-

acteristics from static to RF and over all geometry

and bias conditions—largely outweighs the occa-

sional imperfect fitting.

Investigation of other scaling aspects, such as de-

pendence on varying number of fingers and different

finger width, as well as presentation of RF parameter

extraction procedures [3, 4, 6, 16], are beyond

the scope of the present work and will be presented

elsewhere.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an extended validation of the charge-

based EKV3 MOSFET model for analogue/RF IC

design has been presented. The EKV3 model was

shown to cover qualitatively well all aspects from

DC to CV characteristics and RF parameters up to

20 GHz. RF measurements of multi-finger devices

include six different channel lengths ranging from

110 nm to 2 lm for both types of transistors (NMOS

and PMOS), at about 25 different bias conditions

each. Y-parameters were evaluated over different

bias conditions and the whole range of channel

lengths, and were shown to be well represented by a

single, scalable model consistent with the DC and

CV results. An overall excellent qualitative fit is

achieved with the EKV3 model at all bias conditions

and channel lengths over the whole frequency range.

Non-quasi static (NQS) effects for long-channel de-

vices are shown to be well addressed at all bias con-

ditions up to 20 GHz, while short-channel devices are

more notably affected by the gate and substrate para-

sitics. Note that such extended validation covering a

similarly wide geometry space, bias conditions and

type of devices is rarely available in literature and

has been shown for the first time for the EKV3 model

here. Beyond the abilities of the circuit simulation

model, the charge-model approach offers manageable

expressions including in terms of RF parameters, and

thereby provides significant insight into the operation

of the device. This underlines the suitability of the

EKV3 MOSFET model for analogue/RF CMOS

design. The abilities of EKV3 in terms of scalability

using advanced CMOS technology have been largely

demonstrated.
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